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ABSTRACT
Google, Netflix, Meta, and Akamai serve content to users
from offnet servers in thousands of ISPs. These offnets benefit
both services and ISPs, via better performance and reduced
interdomain and WAN traffic. We argue that this widespread
distribution of servers leads to a concentration of traffic and
a previously unacknowledged risk, as many ISPs colocate
offnets from multiple providers. This trend contributes to
many Internet users likely accessing multiple popular ser-
vices and fetching the majority of their Internet traffic from a
single facility – perhaps even a single rack – creating shared
resources and a correlated risk in cases of failures, attacks,
and overload. Alternate ways to access the services often lack
sufficient capacity and share resources with more services,
creating the potential for cascading failures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Google, Netflix, Meta, and Akamai have offnet servers in
many ISPs, serving content to the ISPs’ users and customers.
The offnets benefit users, services, and ISPs: better perfor-
mance and reduced interdomain and WAN traffic.
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Weargue that this widespread distribution of servers (para-
doxically?) leads to a concentration of traffic and a previously
unacknowledged risk. This trend contributes to a scenario
in which many Internet users likely access popular multiple
services and fetch the majority of their Internet traffic from a
single facility – perhaps even a single rack – creating shared
resources and correlated risk in cases of failures, attacks, and
overload. Alternate paths for accessing the services often
lack sufficient capacity and share resources with even more
services, creating the potential for cascading failures.

More and more Internet users receive an ever-increasing
amount of Internet traffic from offnet servers in access or
transit networks (collectively, ISPs), rather than from servers
in content or cloud provider data centers. This access pattern
results from two trends. First, content is consolidating, as a
small number of services hosted by an even smaller num-
ber of providers are responsible for a growing fraction of
Internet content – especially when considering the traffic
volume stemming from popular video services. Second, some
of the largest of these providers have offnets deployed in a
growing number of user networks. Akamai used to be the
only provider with a large offnet footprint. Google followed
suit over a decade ago [12]. In recent years, Netflix and Meta
deployed offnets in thousands of ISPs [21].
These hypergiants follow the same high-level approach

for deploying offnet servers. If an ISP meets criteria such as
traffic demand and hosting capabilities [18, 25, 43], the hy-
pergiant may agree to deploy an offnet. The hypergiant will
supply the server, which the ISP hosts in a facility and sup-
plies with power and network connectivity. The ISP provides
the hypergiant with a BGP feed of IP prefixes it is willing to
serve from the offnet. The hypergiant may direct requests
from those prefixes to fetch content from the offnet.
These offnets are often colocated. First, the offnets host

content from popular services with similar and overlapping
user bases, and so ISPs often host offnets from multiple hy-
pergiants. Measurements from 2021 revealed that, of the 4500
ISPs that hosted an offnet from at least one of Google, Netflix,
Meta, and Akamai, more than 60% hosted offnets from mul-
tiple providers, and ISPs tended to host more hypergiants
over time [21]. Second, for various reasons of efficiency, an
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ISP hosting multiple offnets has reasons to colocate them.
Our measurements reveal that 81-95% of such ISPs colocate
offnets from multiple hypergiants.
This colocation increases the chances that servers from

distinct hypergiants, but serving common users, might ex-
perience simultaneous problems. Facility-wide outages will
impact all hosted servers. Congestion from one hypergiant’s
offnet may impact routes shared with offnets from other hy-
pergiants. This congestion can come from sudden increases
in demand, as we will present evidence suggesting that
offnets are running near capacity, with little ability to absorb
sudden increases such as could be caused by flash crowds,
DoS attacks, and bad updates of offnet software. In cases
when an event impacts multiple locations of a hypergiant’s
offnets, it may impact other hypergiants at those locations.
When an offnet is unreachable or overloaded, the excess

demand can be served by other offnets, via dedicated links
from hypergiants, via Internet Exchange Points (IXPs), or
via transit providers. We will argue that evidence exists that
these alternatives often have limited spare capacity. Further,
IXPs and transit providers are resources shared with other
services. In total, the high rates of colocation of the offnets
providing some of the largest volume services on the Internet
and the frequently limited available headroom of both the
offnets and alternate content delivery paths create the po-
tential for a perfect storm of overload and cascading failure.

2 MORE AND MORE INTERNET TRAFFIC
COMES FROM OFFNETS

Akamai was an early leader in Internet content delivery, and
its current deployment includes 350,000 offnet servers in
134 countries and over 1000 ISPs [3]. More recently, driven
in large part by the explosion of streaming video, Google,
Netflix, and Meta launched and rapidly expanded their own
offnet deployments, with a 2021 paper revealing that these
three hypergiants each had offnets in over 2000 ISPs [21].

2.1 Offnets serve large fractions of traffic
These 4 providers account for most Internet traffic! Accord-
ing to Sandvine Google serves 21% of Internet traffic, Netflix
serves 9%, and Meta serves 15% [48]. Akamai claims to serve
15-20% of web traffic [51]. Much of this traffic comes from
offnets. Offnet servers typically serve 70-90% of Google traf-
fic [23]. Netflix claims its offnets serve 95% of its traffic [19].
One network reports that its Google offnets deliver ≈ 20
Gbps at peak per location (80% of its Google traffic), its Net-
flix offnets deliver ≈ 30 Gbps (> 90% of its Netflix traffic), its
Meta offnets deliver ≈ 20 Gbps (86%), and its Akamai offnets
deliver ≈ 20 Gbps (75%) [47]. (Given that this network’s per-
centages match overall claims from Google and Netflix, we
suspect its Meta and Akamai numbers are reasonable.) This

Hypergiant # of ISPs with offnets
2021/04 2023/04

Google 3810 4697 (+23.2%)
Netflix 2115 2906 (+37.4%)
Meta 2214 2588 (+16.9%)

Akamai 1094 1094 (+0.0%)
Table 1: # of ISPs hosting offnets in 2021 [21] and 2023.

network’s offnets deliver up to ≈ 90 Gbps, compared to < 15
Gbps coming from these hypergiants over interdomain links.

2.2 Offnet deployments continue to grow
We update the methodology and results from the 2021 paper
that uncovered offnet footprints [21], showing that Google,
Netflix, and Meta have expanded their footprints signifi-
cantly in the last 2 years. That paper demonstrated how to
uncover hypergiants’ servers by looking for their TLS certifi-
cates in Internet-wide scans of port 443. If an IP address of
an ISP other than a hypergiant hosts a certificate of the hy-
pergiant, then the IP address corresponds to an offnet server
of the hypergiant, hosted in the ISP. That paper pointed out
ways in which the methodology was fragile: “[hypergiants
can modify their certificate content by altering fields that
[the methodology] currently use[s] to infer ownership and
to extract fingerprints,” listing possible modifications includ-
ing that a hypergiant could (1) “remove the Organization
entry from the Subject Name of the EE certificate” or (2) “use
unique domain names per offnet deployment”.
Google now does not include the Organization entry (1),

and Meta now uses different domain names for different
offnet deployments (2), and so we modified the methodology
to account for these changes. For Google, instead of
inspecting the Organization subfield from Subject Name
field, we use the CN (Common Name) field. If a TLS
certificate’s CN field matches *.googlevideo.com and
passes the other checks from the 2021 methodology, we
consider the server to be a Google server. Meta began using
site-specific names like CN=*.fhan14-4.fna.fbcdn.net
and CN=*.fbhx2-2.fna.fbcdn.net (han is Hanoi, Vietnam,
and bhx is Birmingham, UK). This naming convention means
that offnets have different names than onnet servers. So,
whereas the 2021 methodology looked for names that exactly
match onnets, we check for the pattern *.fbcdn.net.
We apply this approach to a 2023 Censys IPv4 scan. We

do not use HTTP fingerprints, which have little effect [21].

Results. We found 261K offnet IP addresses for Google,
Netflix,Meta, andAkamai, across 5516 ISPs. Table 1 compares
our results to 2021 results. Google, Netflix, and Meta have
significantly expanded. Google went from having offnets in
3810 ISPs to 4697 ISPs (123.2%). Netflix expanded from 2115
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(a) Two or more hypergiants per ISP (b) Three or more hypergiants per ISP (c) Four hypergiants per ISP
Figure 1: Per-country Internet user population in ISPs hosting offnets from multiple of Akamai, Google, Netflix, and Meta.

ISPs to 2907 ISPs (137.4%). Meta grew from 2214 ISPs to 2588
ISPs (116.9%). Akamai held at 1094 ISPs.

3 OFFNETS FROMMULTIPLE
PROVIDERS ARE OFTEN COLOCATED

We argue that it is likely common for offnets for multiple
hypergiants to be colocated (§3.1). Our measurements sup-
port this intuition by suggesting frequent colocation (§3.2).
This colocation creates shared fate that opens the door to
the potential for cascading failures (§3.3).

3.1 ISPs host multiple hypergiants and
have reason to colocate the offnets

Services like YouTube, Netflix, and Instagram share overlap-
ping user bases and hence deliver large amounts of traffic
to overlapping sets of ISPs. These ISPs have incentives to
host offnets to serve their clients, and so many ISPs that
host offnets for one of the hypergiants are likely to have
reason to host offnets for others. The results support this
hypothesis. Of the 5516 ISPs that host an offnet for at least
one of Google/Akamai/Meta/Netflix, 3382 host offnets for
at least two, 1880 for at least three, and 505 host offnets for
all four. This result indicates an increase in cohosting since
2021, when ≈ 2840 hosted at least two, ≈ 1690 hosted at
least three, and ≈ 430 hosted all four [21]. This change and
similar longitudinal results in the 2021 paper suggest that
multi-hypergiant hosting will continue to increase over time.
Figure 1 shows world maps colored by the fraction of a

country’s Internet users that are in ISPs that host offnets from
two or more of Akamai, Google, Netflix, or Meta, using the
APNIC ISP population dataset [27]. In many countries, the
majority of Internet users are in ISPs hosting offnets from
at least 2 hypergiants. In Europe and Africa, many fewer
users are in ISPs that host 3 hypergiants (Figure 1b vs. Fig-
ure 1a), while other continents see more minor differences.
In Figure 1c, a few countries have all or nearly all of their
Internet users in ISPs that host all four hypergiants: Mexico,
Bolivia, Uruguay, New Zealand, Mongolia, and Greenland.
In these countries, most users can fetch content for many
popular services from these local servers. These results likely

underestimate the use of offnets, which can also serve users
downstream from a transit provider.
If an ISP hosts offnets from multiple hypergiants, there

are good reasons to colocate them. Colocating servers that
play a similar role (those provided by outside hypergiants to
serve users) simplifies management and amortizes costs. Pop-
ular colocation facilities offer interconnection with multiple
hypergiants, creating a situation where colocation becomes
both convenient and a logical strategy for network optimiza-
tion. Many smaller ISPs interconnect with other networks in
only a single location and may situate offnets nearby to fa-
cilitate their cache fills. Larger ISPs will want to host offnets
in locations convenient to the users they serve, minimizing
the distance they need to carry the traffic to users.

3.2 Evidence of widespread colocation
Using the methodology we discuss next, we conducted mea-
surements and preliminary analysis that revealedwidespread
colocation of offnet servers from multiple hypergiants. For
example, in at least 46% of the ISPs hosting Netflix offnets,
all Netflix servers are in facilities that also host servers from
other hypergiants. Anecdotally, an operator at one of the
hypergiants confirmed to us that not only are offnets from
multiple providers often colocated in the same facility, but it
is “super common” for them to be in the same rack.
We use an existing technique to cluster offnets based on

the similarity of latency measurements from distributed sites,
which validation showed could cluster colocated Google
servers, including differentiating between multiple facilities
in a city [12]. This technique uses OPTICS [5], which does not
require the number or size of clusters a priori. We measured
latencies to the 261K offnet IP addresses from the 163 M-Lab
sites worldwide [22]. OPTICS takes a “steepness” parameter
𝑥𝑖 , from 0 to 1, that determines how dense points must be to
be considered a cluster [5]. We run the clustering twice per
ISP, with two extreme values of 0.1 and 0.9, likely bounding
the actual colocation. Appendix A has details.
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𝑥𝑖
Sole HG Multiple HGs : % offnets colocated with another HG

0% (0%,50%) [50%, 100%) 100%
% of ISPs that host the hypergiant

Google 0.1 31% 15% 12% 9% 33%
0.9 31% 2% 2% 3% 62%

Akamai 0.1 16% 25% 36% 7% 16%
0.9 16% 7% 4% 15% 58%

Meta 0.1 6% 23% 27% 12% 32%
0.9 6% 4% 2% 4% 84%

Netflix 0.1 12% 21% 10% 11% 46%
0.9 12% 8% 2% 7% 71%

Table 2: A significant fraction of offnets are colocated
with offnets from other hypergiants. Of ISPs that host
multiple hypergiants, the columns bucket ISPs based on
the % of offnets from the row’s hypergiant that are colo-
cated with offnets from another hypergiant (buckets are
{0%, (0%, 50%) , [50%, 100%), 100%}). Each row sums to 100%.

Validation. To assess the accuracy of our colocation infer-
ences, we employed the evaluation technique from the origi-
nal paper by checking the consistency of location-related in-
formation contained in the hostnames of IP addresses within
a cluster [12]. This validation is incomplete, as many IP ad-
dresses do not have reverse DNS entries, and many reverse
DNS entries do not have obvious location information. How-
ever, this step can highlight inaccuracies in the clustering
when IP addresses that appear to be hosted in different cities
are colocated. To associate IP addresses with hostnames,
we used Rapid7 PTR records [46]. To derive locations from
the hostnames, we employed HOIHO [34] and focused on
clusters with two or more IP addresses with identified lo-
cations. We manually corrected certain inaccuracies where
HOIHO appeared to misinterpret hostnames (e.g., it inter-
preted host as Hostert, LU). For 𝑥𝑖 = 0.1, 60 clusters had two
or more hostnames with identified locations. Within this sub-
set, 55 clusters only included hostnames from a single city,
an additional 3 included multiple locations within a single
metropolitan area (i.e., suburbs of London and Paris), and 2
included different cities in the same country. With the more
conservative parameter setting of 𝑥𝑖 = 0.9, our approach
identified 34 clusters with two or more hostnames with iden-
tified locations. Within this subset, 30 clusters contained
only hostnames from a single city, while 2 included multiple
locations in a single metropolitan area, and 2 included multi-
ple cities in the same country. These discrepancies within a
cluster may be errors in clustering, errors in HOIHO location
inferences, or stale/incorrect locations in hostnames [57].

Results. Many offnets are colocated with offnets belonging
to other hypergiants. Table 2 shows, for each hypergiant,
the percentage of ISPs hosting only that hypergiant, and the
percentages of ISPs hosting that hypergiant and others, cate-
gorized by the fraction of the hypergiant’s offnet IP addresses
from the ISP that are colocated with other hypergiants. There
are two rows for each hypergiant, corresponding to 𝑥𝑖 = 0.1
and 𝑥𝑖 = 0.9, representing the uncertainty of our clustering

algorithm. Some ISPs only host one hypergiant: from 6% of
those hosting Netflix to 31% of those hosting Google.
For ISPs that host multiple hypergiants, even though the

exact numbers vary across clustering parameters and hyper-
giants, all cases support our claim that colocation of offnets
from multiple hypergiants is common. Most ISPs colocate at
least some offnets for all hypergiants – those that do not vary
only from 2%–15% of ISPs for Google to 7%–25% for Akamai.
A large percent of deployments are fully colocated: 33%–62%
of ISPs host all their Google offnets with offnets from other
hypergiants, 16%–58% of ISPs for Akamai, 32%–84% of ISPs
for Meta, and 46%–71% of ISPs for Netflix.

In both clusterings, compared to the other hypergiants, a
larger percentage of ISPs deploy some Akamai offnets colo-
cated and some not (19%–45% of ISPs are neither no colo-
cation nor full colocation). We hypothesize that this result
reflects the fact that many Akamai deployments date from
many years before the other hypergiants began deploying
offnets and, hence, may predate current operational practices
at the ISPs. In our most conservative clustering, Akamai has
at least half of its offnets colocated with other hypergiants in
7% + 16% = 23% of ISPs. All other hypergiants and all other
parameter settings suggest much more extensive colocation:
from 42% of ISPs colocating at least half of Google offnets in
the most conservative clustering to 88% of ISPs colocating at
least half of Meta offnets in the less conservative clustering.

This level of colocation likely leads to some users fetching
the majority of their Internet content from a single facility!
With existing methodologies, it is impossible to know which
users are served fromwhich offnets. An earlier technique pro-
vided such results for Google in 2013 [12], but it only works if
the hypergiant uses DNS to direct users to specific offnet loca-
tions for a given hostname such as www.google.com. Google
no longer does so, and instead Google, Netflix, and Meta gen-
erally direct users to a particular offnet for cached content
by embedding customized URLs into web pages returned to
users (e.g., fhan14-4.fna.fbcdn.net), while hosting their
web pages on onnet and cloud locations. Akamai does use
DNS to direct users to offnets, but it only accepts EDNS
Client Subnet queries from allow-listed DNS resolvers and
so is not compatible with the earlier technique.
Since we cannot know exactly which users are served

from a facility hosting offnets, for each ISP we focus on
the facility hosting the most hypergiants and estimate
the fraction of traffic it serves for the (possibly subset
of) users in the ISP that it serves. We use the estimates
of Internet traffic share and caching efficiency from
Section 2.1 to estimate that a Google offnet cache can
serve 21% (% of total Internet traffic that is from Google) ×
80% (% of Google traffic that an offnet can serve) = 17% of
the total Internet traffic for clients it serves, and a Netflix
offnet can serve 9% × 95% = 9% of a client’s traffic. Similarly,
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a Meta offnet can serve 15% × 86% = 13% of a user’s traffic,
and an Akamai offnet can serve 17.5% × 75% = 13% of a
user’s traffic. A facility hosting all four hypergiants can
serve 17% + 9% + 13% + 13% = 52% of a user’s traffic!
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Figure 2: For users in ISPs with offnets, there is usually a
facility that can potentially serve much of their traffic.

Based on these estimates, Figure 2 shows the share of traf-
fic per Internet user that potentially comes from the same fa-
cility (giving the range as the clustering parameter 𝑥𝑖 varies).
According to the APNIC dataset estimating the number of
users on the Internet per ISP [27], 76% of Internet users are
in ISPs with an offnet from at least one of the four hyper-
giants, and 56% of Internet users are in ISPs where the offnets
were responsive enough to enable our colocation analysis
(Appendix A). Of these users in ISPs where we could analyze
colocation, 71%–82% are in an ISP with a facility that hosts
multiple hypergiants’ offnets collectively capable of deliver-
ing at least 25% of their traffic, and 18%–31% (representing
10%–17% of all Internet users) are in ISPs with a facility that
hosts offnets from all four hypergiants. For these users, 52%
of their traffic could be coming from a single facility! The
actual numbers are likely higher as we do not include ISPs
served from offnets in their providers.

3.3 Colocation creates correlated risk
Risks become correlated when multiple hypergiants are colo-
cated. Shared physical infrastructure, such as power and
cooling systems, introduces mutual vulnerability to outages.
Traffic surges from one hypergiant might monopolize the
available bandwidth, inadvertently impeding other hyper-
giants. Such surges could be caused by flash crowds, miscon-
figurations, or denial of service attacks. The interconnected
ecosystem in which offnets are hosted can potentially cause
cascading failures, where a single problem ripples across and
then out of the entire facility, causing widespread disruption
to users. These same facilities will increasingly host edge
computing for critical and performance-sensitive applica-
tions. As these applications often demand high availability
and low latency, disruptions from traffic overloads or infras-
tructure failures can have severe consequences.

In addition to these risks, the concentration of a large frac-
tion of content within shared facilities could inadvertently
streamline the control and filtering of content, especially
in countries where the government has a strong presence
in the telecommunications market [13]. Instead of dealing
with decentralized content sources to monitor, authorities
can exert control at a handful of local choke points.

4 THE INTERNET LACKS CAPACITY TO
HANDLE SPILLOVER FROM OFFNETS

4.1 Offnets run near capacity
Evidence suggests that offnets run with limited headroom
to handle additional traffic. A study found that, prior to the
COVID lockdown, Netflix offnets in some European ISPs
delivered 63% of Netflix traffic, with the rest delivered across
interdomain boundaries. When Netflix traffic spiked 58% dur-
ing lockdown, the traffic from offnets only increased by 20%,
whereas interdomain Netflix traffic more than doubled [32]!
This result suggests that the offnets were already running
near capacity, and so the excess demand had to spill over to
interdomain links. Our analysis of traffic to 530 residential
apartments supports this claim. During low traffic times of
day, the vast majority of traffic comes from nearby servers,
including Netflix and Akamai offnets hosted in the ISP. Dur-
ing peak periods, a higher fraction of traffic from the same
services instead comes from more distant servers.
When a hypergiant runs out of capacity at an offnet lo-

cation that is fully utilized or unavailable, it can deliver the
overflow from other offnet locations within the same ISP
or over an interdomain boundary from a server hosted in
the ISP’s hierarchy of providers (offnet) or at the hypergiant
itself (onnet) [24, 42]. We clustered offnet IP addresses into
sites (§3) and found that 75.3%–91.2% of ISPs have only a
single Netflix site, 37.8%–64.3% have only a single Meta site,
34.3%–78.4% have only a single Google site, and 34.6%–75.1%
have only a single Akamai site. In these cases, the spillover
would have to be served across interdomain boundaries. Even
ISPs with multiple offnet sites from the same hypergiant may
find spillover served from outside their networks. The other
sites also likely run near capacity [24], and spillover periods
may correlate in cases of geographically small ISPs with cor-
related peak times, spikes in traffic due to content popularity,
and bad software updates that impact multiple offnets.

4.2 Insufficient dedicated peering exists
When traffic outweighs local offnet capacity, overflow traffic
is served across interdomain links, either from the hypergiant
or an upstream provider (which may itself host an offnet or
receive the traffic over an interdomain link). Many ISPs that
host a particular hypergiant’s offnets do not peer with that
hypergiant (§4.2.1), many that do peer with the hypergiant
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do so only over shared links (§4.2.1), and the dedicated links
that do exist often lack sufficient capacity (§4.2.2).

4.2.1 Many ISPs lack any dedicated peering capacity. We
issued 21M traceroutes from Google Cloud in August 2023
to determine which ISPs Google peers with, using a method-
ology that earlier work validated against ground truth from
Google [6]. (We cannot runmeasurements fromMeta, Netflix,
or Akamai). We established Virtual Machines (VMs) across
all of Google’s regions, a total of 112 locations. From each
VM, we issued a traceroute to a single IP address per /24
announced to the global Internet. To map IP addresses to
ISPs, we followed the technique from the earlier work [6],
except that we prioritize mapping with Euro-IX [17] data
over PeeringDB data [44], based on from prior work [35].
This technique maps IXP addresses to the ISPs that use them.
We inferred an ISP as a peer if any traceroute has a Google
IP address directly followed by one mapped to the ISP.

Results. Of 4697 ISPs with Google offnets, 1798 (38.2%)
peer with Google. For an additional 626 (13.3%), only unre-
sponsive hops separate Google and the ISP in our traceroutes,
suggesting the possibility of a peering. For the remaining
2273 ISPs with Google offnets (48.4%), our traceroutes reveal
no evidence of peering, so Google traffic that is unable to
be served from an offnet must come from the ISP’s provider.
Among 9207 ISPs that peer with Google, 5735 (62.2%) peer
via an IXP in at least one traceroute, and 3920 (42.5%) only
appear to be connected through an IXP. Section 4.3 consid-
ers cases when traffic comes from a provider or via an IXP.
Outside of IXPs, peering uses private network interconnects.

4.2.2 Dedicated peering that exists often lacks sufficient ca-
pacity. Although private interconnections (PNIs) provide
dedicated capacity for traffic from a hypergiant, PNIs fre-
quently lack sufficient bandwidth even under normal condi-
tions. Hypergiants cannot unilaterally upgrade capacity as
demand grows, and getting ISPs to upgrade can take months
or even be impossible [49]. Google demand during peak peri-
ods exceeded capacity by an average of at least 13%, requiring
rerouting of traffic [56]. Microsoft reported that workloads
sometimes exceed the capacity of individual peering links
[37]. Similarly, a study from Meta (at the time, Facebook)
found that most Meta sites are capacity-constrained on at
least some paths, and some sites are constrained on most
paths [49]! In fact, 10% of Meta PNI experienced periods in
which traffic demand was twice the capacity! In these peri-
ods, users either experience degraded performance due to
congestion, or their traffic is rerouted via providers (§4.3).
This excess demand occurred during normal operating condi-
tions, and the situation could be much worse if offnets were
overloaded or unavailable (§3.3). Given that dedicated con-
nections are frequently overloaded under normal conditions,

when 86% of Meta traffic comes from offnets (§2.1), the situa-
tion can get out of control if the offnets become unavailable,
and the traffic needs to be served via interdomain links.

4.3 Spillover to IXPs and transit providers
causes collateral damage

When an ISP does not have (enough) dedicated PNI capacity
to a hypergiant, the overflow goes to links shared with other
traffic. The hypergiant lacks insight into competing traffic so
does not know how much traffic can be sent without causing
congestion [49]. The shared link can be to a provider or can
be a shared IXP fabric. Even without failures, neither transit
providers nor IXPs have enough capacity to handle hyper-
giant traffic without congestion [49, 50]. In overload/failure
scenarios, especially those that cause colocated offnets from
multiple hypergiants to failover to the same shared routes,
the collateral damage to other services can be significant.

5 RELATEDWORK
Some studies map individual hypergiants [8, 9, 12, 52, 53, 55].
Section 2.2 used a technique from a paper that looked at
whether offnets from multiple hypergiants are in the same
ISP [21]. Our paper goes further to identify offnets colocated
in the same facilities, highlighting the associated risk.
Given the Internet’s role in critical operations, there has

been interest in understanding risk factors. Past efforts in-
vestigated the disruption risks of natural disasters [4, 28, 38]
and shared physical conduits [16, 33, 36]. Hypergiants inves-
tigated failures in their own networks [20, 26, 40]. Our paper
is in this vein and adds to the bigger picture by concentrating
on the risk with shared colocation of offnets.

6 DISCUSSION
Our paper is at the intersection of two trends. First, the Inter-
net has tended towards centralization, with a small number
of hypergiants now responsible for most Internet traffic, a
mix of their own popular services and services that benefit
from deploying on their clouds and content delivery net-
works. This centralization brings the benefits of the cloud,
but also risks and tradeoffs [15, 29, 31, 39, 41]. Second, some
of these hypergiants have extensive offnet deployments [21],
hosting servers in thousands of ISPs to decrease costs for
ISPs and improve performance for users and services.
These trends combine to add a new dimension of risk,

because of two common aspects of offnet deployments that
our paper highlights. First, ISPs often colocate offnets from
multiple hypergiants. So, while offnets decentralize content
delivery from the perspective of any particular hypergiant,
this colocation of some of the largest hypergiants centralizes
traffic for many ISPs and users. Second, offnets allow the
delivery of much more traffic to users than can otherwise be
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served, due to: (1) offnets that operate at close to capacity,
with excess traffic spilling over to interdomain links; (2) insuf-
ficient dedicated peering, causing traffic to spill over to IXPs
and transit; and (3) capacity constraints at IXPs and transit
providers. These conditions increase the risk of collateral
damage and correlated failures of Internet services.

High-level approaches to mitigating risks of centralization,
such as isolating resources and enforcing policies (via regula-
tory mandates, incentives, standards, and/or published best
practices) may be common across the cloud and offnets, but
differences between the settings add additional challenges.
First, the cloud has much more ability to enforce isolation
and provide elastic resources to handle overload and attacks
while limiting collateral damage. The cloud was designed
from the ground up to host multiple services via virtualiza-
tion, and the same entity operates the machines, the network,
and the facility. In contrast, each hypergiant provides and
operates its own physical machines as offnets, and ISPs gen-
erally host them in existing ISP or third-party colocation
facilities and have designed their networks primarily for pro-
viding access, not hosting high-volume third-party servers.
Second, even for third-party tenants, a cloud provider has
some load control, including via multi-path load balancing,
VM placement, and, often, by providing the load balancing
and/or service redirection service that select between mul-
tiple VMs and/or sites hosting the same service. ISPs have
little control over the rate of queries or traffic served from
offnets they host, and they generally have fewer path op-
tions than within a cloud data center and less capacity than
within a cloud data center or WAN. Third, cloud hosting is a
paid service, with transparent business agreements and SLAs,
which is often not true for offnet hosting. Fourth, a hand-
ful of cloud providers host the lion’s share of cloud-based
services, and each has legions of engineers and operators,
whereas offnets are distributed across thousands of indepen-
dent ISPs with widely varying operational sophistication and
resources. Some offnet deployments can be at greater risk for
outages and degradations than a hypergiant’s own facilities.
The hypergiant has limited visibility and no control over the
resilience of backup power, path diversity, or operational
practices of the hosting ISP or of colocated hypergiants.

Despite these challenges, it is worth considering both tech-
nical and policy approaches. Technical directions could in-
clude isolation mechanisms deployed in colocation facilities,
ISPs, IXPs, and transit, to protect capacity for each hyper-
giant and for other Internet traffic [11]; or approaches to
share information and enable coordination among hyper-
giants as well as ISPs that host them [45]. Policy approaches
could have similarities with existing compliance policies that
dictate, for example, the physical security and backup power
requirements for data centers hosting particular types of con-
tent [2, 7, 30]. A contemporaneous law journal article called

for mandated public disclosure of content delivery infras-
tructure to allow risk assessment [39], focusing on the risks
caused by content consolidation. Such an approach could
also reveal and provide a basis for assessing the added risk
of colocation of infrastructure from multiple hypergiants.
Hypergiants could update their published best practices for
offnet deployments [24, 42] to address how ISPs can avoid
common failure modes when hosting multiple hypergiants.

The time is ripe to consider how to mitigate these risks to
the resilience of Internet services, in conjunction with ongo-
ing related discussions: contentious European Commission
involvement in the tussle between hypergiants and access
ISPs on cost sharing [14, 54] and calls to consider the role
of offnets in network neutrality [1] and in the future of the
public Internet [10]. We hope our paper is but the first step.
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A CLUSTERING METHODOLOGY
For each latency value, we took the second smallest latency
of 8 pings (following earlier work [12]).We discard 12K offnet
IP addresses that did not respond at all and 1.9K IP addresses
where the latencies we measured could not possibly have
come from a single destination (based on latencies from
known M-Lab geolocations and the speed of light). Most
remaining offnet IP addresses were very responsive, with all
offnet addresses in 90% of ISPs responding to all 163 M-Lab
sites. We discard ISPs that have fewer than 100 M-Lab sites
with successful measurements to all offnets, to have enough
data for accurate clustering.
For each of the remaining 5151 ISPs, in turn, we cluster

the offnet IP addresses in the ISP using OPTICS following
the approach in prior work: for each pair of IP addresses,
we calculate the distance as the (normalized) Manhattan
distance after excluding measurements from the 20% of M-
Lab sites that have the largest latency discrepancy between
the two addresses [12]. The OPTICS algorithm takes two
parameters: 𝑛min, the minimum number of IP addresses that
can form a cluster of the elements and 𝑥𝑖 (§3.2). The prior
publication that clustered offnet IP addresses did not specify
the parameter values it used. We set 𝑛min = 2 so that clusters
can be as small as two addresses. OPTICS will not assign an
IP address to a cluster if no address is within a short distance,
in which case we consider the offnet as not colocated.
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